Local area network inhibition: a model of a potentially important paraepileptic pathomechanism in neuropsychiatric disorders.
Electroencephalographic abnormalities in the absence of any other major laboratory or imaging findings are a frequently encountered phenomenon in many psychiatric disorders. In some cases, clear-cut interictal epileptiform EEG abnormalities in patients with classic primary psychiatric disorders lead to referrals to epilepsy departments for diagnostic evaluation. Although video/EEG telemetry in these cases generally proves that there is no direct temporal link between the EEG pathologies and psychiatric symptoms, and therefore the psychiatric syndrome cannot be regarded as epilepsy, the relevance of the EEG abnormalities remains open to discussion. In this article we put forward the model of a paraepileptic pathomechanism, which might explain the pathogenetic role of such EEG pathologies, at least in subgroups of such patients. We propose that ictal or nonictal epileptic neurophysiological activity can lead to local area neuronal network inhibition (LANI). In this model clinical symptoms are related not to the excitatory epileptiform abnormalities themselves, but to the extent, site, and dynamics of the resulting local neuronal network inhibition. The LANI hypothesis is capable of explaining the complex relationship between EEG abnormalities and clinical symptoms in different neuropsychiatric syndromes and can be verified and falsified in empirical research.